Visual Deterrents

The Intimidator for Woodpeckers
The Intimidator is a professional grade avian deterrent which uses motion and bright flashing to scare away woodpeckers and other birds from unwanted areas. Woodpeckers can cause serious damage to homes and other buildings.

Features:
- Four holographic sides on two separate spinning parts
- All metal components for longevity
- Outdoor grade holographic tape
- Glow-in-the-dark sides for low-light conditions
- Effective with minimal air movement
- Coverage from 10 - 40 ft.

Placement
Attach the Intimidator above the damage areas (typically along siding and trim boards). While on the ladder or roof and prior to installation, slowly rotate the product in the sunlight, noting the light refraction. It should reflect on or near the damaged areas. In some cases custom posts may be necessary.
- Breeze must cause erratic movement of the light beams
- Multiple Intimidators are necessary for larger infestations

For challenging applications consider using with Optical Gel for a powerful 1-2 punch. See page 24.

Intimidator (ea.) SD-FF20

Holographic Owl
University tested with positive results for bird control. The bright flash of the unique holographic iridescent feather pattern, large eyes and movement deters the most persistent bird from destroying personal property. Simply hang the bird scare Guardian Owl in the problem areas. Made of durable plastic to withstand the outdoor elements. Each Guardian Owl measures 16" tall and 8" wide. It’s great for repelling birds from orchards, crops, gardens, boats, docks, barns and homes.

Holographic Owl SD-HG05
Swivel Bracket Kit SD-SW05

Scare-Eye Balloon
The bright colors, large eyes and hanging reflective streamers on this 2’ balloon are threatening to birds; they think they’re being watched by a predator. One/pkg.

Scare-Eye Yellow SD-SE10 650719
Scare-Eye Black SD-SE20 673002

Screech Owl
Non-moving plastic owls are ineffective, that’s why we developed this rotating, screeching owl. Four predator/scare sounds are programmed: birds in distress, predator attack cries and wing beats. The rotating base mounts easily to any flat surface, and spins in the wind. A photo cell activates the sounds during daylight hours only. One per package.

Screech Owl SD-OWL1 650717
Rotating Owl SD-OWL2 672992

Octopus
Scare eyes combined with long mylar streamers flash brilliantly in sunlight, signal danger to birds causing them to leave the immediate area. One per package.

Octopus SD-OC10 650716
Lasers for Bird Control

Fly Away High-Powered Laser - **For Outdoor Use Only**
Introducing a new, professional grade bird-repellent laser that costs way less than the other heavy-weights on the market. The Fly Away laser can be used to get birds out of trees and crops. It can also be used to chase birds from rooftops.

Features and Benefits:
- 30 mWatt output power green laser beam (532nm wavelength)
- Safe for both humans and birds
- Large beam creates a large spot on the surface (ground, trees, walls etc.) to assure targeted birds can’t ignore it
- Effective range up to 1 mile
- Rugged all aluminum construction
- All external joints sealed to allow use outdoors even in light rain
- “Flashlight” style for ease of handling and light weight
- Powered by 2 “D” cell flashlight batteries – Lithium and rechargeable batteries OK
- Lockable carrying case and full usage instructions
- 1 year parts and labor warranty

**Fly Away Laser** SD-AV25

Fly Away Interior Laser 2”™ **Designed for Indoor Use**
It's an established fact that lasers are effective at scaring birds. Now we have developed a laser that will allow you to chase birds inside buildings towards open doors, mist nets or traps without having to worry about operators accidently pointing the lasers at highly reflective surfaces and possibly harming themselves or others.

The Fly Away 2™ is bright enough to scare birds from as far sway as 250 meters while remaining eye safe to operators and those who may accidentally have the laser pointed at them briefly.

- Class 3A, 532nm wavelength green laser
- Birds do not learn to ignore it
- Safe for both humans and birds
- Large beam to assure targeted birds can’t overlook or ignore it
- Effective range up to 250 meters (indoors)
- Rugged all aluminum construction
- All external joints and on/off switch sealed to assure safe, reliable operation
- Flashlight style for ease of handling and light weight
- Powered by 2 flashlight batteries – Lithium and rechargeable batteries OK
- Lockable carrying case
- 1 year parts and labor warranty
- 5 to 7 year expected life

**Fly Away Interior Laser** SD-AV25

Visual Deterrents

Holographic Bird Repel Strips
Each Repel Strip Kit includes 25’ of 2” wide highly reflective holographic / iridescent film and 5 easy to apply strip hangers. The 2” wide film flutters, flashes and crackles with the smallest breeze. Simply cut film to desired length, apply strip hanger and hang it up in the problem area to scare birds away. Great for repelling birds from orchards, crops, gardens, boats, docks, barns and homes.

**Holographic Strips (2” x 25’)** SD-FT25 802192

Flash-Tape
Mylar tape reflects sunlight, and creates a humming sound when tape is twisted in the breeze, signalling danger to birds in the area. Available in 1/2” x 300’ rolls. One roll per package.

**Reflective Flash-Tape** SD-FT30 650715

Talk to an Expert. We will help you succeed: 800-503-5444.